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2018 NAIDOC Celebrations at the Blue Mountains Cultural Centre, Smoking Ceremony by Dharug man
Chris Tobin. Photo: Ben Pearce Photography

Acknowledgement
The City of the Blue Mountains is located within the Country of the Dharug and
Gundungurra peoples. Blue Mountains City Council recognises that Dharug and
Gundungurra Traditional Owners have a continuous and deep connection to their
Country and that this is of great cultural significance to Aboriginal people, both locally
and in the region.
For Dharug and Gundungurra Traditional Owners, Ngurra (Country) takes in everything
within the physical, cultural and spiritual landscape- landforms, waters, air, trees,
rocks, plants, animals, foods, medicines, minerals, stories and special places. It includes
cultural practice, kinship, knowledge, songs, stories and art, as well as spiritual beings,
and people: past, present and future.
Blue Mountains City Council pays respect to Elders past and present while recognising
the strength, capacity and resilience of past and present Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people in the Blue Mountains region.

Cover Photo - Picturing the Great Divide at Blue Mountains City Art Gallery, 2012. Photo: Euroline
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Message from
the Mayor
and CEO
Our Creative Strategy seeks to nourish and grow the full spectrum
of creative arts and artistic practise in the Blue Mountains.
As NSW’s inaugural City of the Arts, the Blue Mountains is recognised as a centre of Arts
and cultural practise and a haven for creatives from across Australia and the world to live,
work and be inspired.
The Blue Mountains has outstanding natural beauty, access to vast visual landscapes and
proximity to one of Australia’s largest cities. Over generations these three elements have
developed a unique community, with an affinity for sustainable living, environmental
protection, creativity and the Arts. Within this community a vast number of creatives live
and work, celebrating and promoting the region’s qualities to Australia and the world. Blue
Mountains City Council recognises the intrinsic value of creative and cultural expression, the
opportunities creative practice provide and the social inclusion that results from a supported
and active creative community.
This Creative Strategy outlines the ways in which Blue Mountains City Council will support and
nurture creative practice and engagement in our region. Through Council support we aim to
build the City’s creative capital, provide opportunities for our community to engage in diverse
Arts experiences and drive innovation, increasing the viability of creative industries based in
the Blue Mountains.
Creative cities are smart and productive. The impact of investment in creative practice is wide
and diverse, providing social benefits together with sustained economic growth. Together
with our suite of other strategic plans, the implementation of our Creative Strategy will ensure
the prosperity of our community and support achievement of our vision of a more sustainable
and successful Blue Mountains, environmentally, socially and economically.

Mayor, Mark Greenhill OAM
Blue Mountains City Council
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Dr Rosemary Dillon
CEO Blue Mountains City Council
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Introduction
Creativity enriches us. Art and cultural activities inspire us, foster well-being and
develop our City’s vibrant creative identity and economy, now and into the future.
The Blue Mountains City Council Cultural Strategy 2006-2016 recognised the great capacity
of the Blue Mountains region to celebrate its rich creativity, culture and heritage. During that
time and subsequently, the Blue Mountains City Council has undertaken significant work in
the cultural space, developing dedicated programs for heritage, Traditional Owners, leisure/
tourism and education; supporting the development of the creative industries and building
major infrastructure to support the growth of arts and cultural activity in the region. This
work has provided the capacity for Council to now develop a strategy that is specific to the
creative sector and that acknowledges the many sustainable benefits to community, economy,
environment and liveability that a vibrant creative sector provides.
The Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy 2020 – 2027 sets out the themes, aims
and actions identified by Council to support a growing, diverse and prosperous creative
sector in the region. Council acknowledges the challenging economic environment faced by
creative practitioners and seeks to support them through facilitating collaboration, reducing
barriers to both creative production and presentation and providing resources to enable our
creative practitioners to connect with community. Through this support, Council will help
build our community as forward thinking, highly skilled, curious, inclusive, innovative and
entrepreneurial.

Performers: Dorian Mode Trio, April 2019. Photo: Lara Bohdanowicz
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A snapshot of our
Creative City
The City of Blue Mountains is renowned for its dramatic natural landscapes as well
as its distinctive culture – both elements exert a strong influence on the character,
identity and economy of the city.
Located on the western fringe of the Greater Sydney Region, the City of Blue Mountains is
one of only two cities in the world surrounded by a UNESCO declared World Heritage National
Park Area. Within this spectacular environmental setting, the Blue Mountains is home to a
community of nearly 80,000 people living in 27 towns and villages located over 100 km of
mountainous terrain.
For generations the Blue Mountains has been a place for creative people and practice, a factor
that led to the declaration of the Blue Mountains as the State’s first City of the Arts in 1996, and
more recently, to the City being acknowledged as a dynamic creative hub. Acknowledging the
strength of creative practice in the Blue Mountains, in 2015 the Creative Industry Cluster was
formed. The Cluster facilitated creative talent for wealth and job creation, positioning the Blue
Mountains as a hub of creative excellence. Council will continue to support these initiatives
through its programming.
The Blue Mountains is a creative industries hot spot:
•	7.6% of the total residential population of the Blue Mountains is employed in the Creative
Industries, compared to the NSW state average of 4.7% and the national average of 3.5%.
• Creative Industries are in the top 5 of all employment sectors in the Blue Mountains.
• 8% of the locally available jobs are in the Creative Industries.
•	Creative Industries are the third greatest contributor to the Blue Mountains Gross Regional
Product ($152 million).
• The total output of the Blue Mountains Creative Industries is estimated to be $592 million.
A significant number of artists not only practice, but also live in the Blue Mountains. There
is a strong desire to work, perform and exhibit in the Blue Mountains. Many Blue Mountains
artists are exporting art to national and international audiences. The city boasts a depth
and breadth of skill and experience across a range of disciplines. In recent years the Creative
Industries Cluster has galvanised the sector, attracting national and international attention
for its industry development initiatives. Through the activities of the Blue Mountains Cultural
Centre, Blue Mountains Theatre & Community Hub and Cultural Development team,
Blue Mountains City Council has showcased the work of many artists and creatives to local,
national and international audiences. Blue Mountains City Council’s support of the creative
sector has included ongoing operational funding for the management of the MTNS MADE
initiative, investment in exhibition and display facilities for creatives and the administration
of the City of the Arts Trust grant program for emerging and established artists/creatives
and arts organsiations.
While creative industries represent a significant portion of economic activity in the Blue
Mountains region, community engagement in the arts is also high. From large professional
venues such as the Blue Mountains Cultural Centre and Blue Mountains Theatre & Community
Hub, to small ARI (Artist Run Initiative) spaces, to public arts festivals, there is strong
participation in a range of arts and cultural events made available throughout the year.
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The Blue Mountains Cultural Centre, located in Katoomba, is a facility of national significance
that includes the 600sqm City Art Gallery; a multi-media interpretive centre focused on the
Blue Mountains World Heritage area; and multi-function spaces. Funded and operated by the
Blue Mountains City Council, the Cultural Centre attracts over 110,000 visitors annually and has
quickly established itself as a significant arts and cultural institution within the Australian public
museum and gallery sector. With over 25 exhibitions each year drawn from local, national and
international sources and over 150 different events and activities hosted, the Blue Mountains
Cultural Centre is a focal point for the community and a major drawcard for visitors to the
Blue Mountains.
The Blue Mountains Theatre & Community Hub (the Hub), located in Springwood, is a
professionally managed performing arts space funded and managed by the Blue Mountains
City Council. Co-located with the Springwood Public Library and Braemar Community Gallery,
the Hub includes a 414-seat theatre and various meeting rooms and community spaces.
The Hub is the largest performing arts space in the region and provides a program of over
120 events annually, attracting top local, national and international performing artists.
A range of Council owned, small to medium sized cultural facilities support creative practice
in the Blue Mountains. 14 Community Halls are available for hire and provide a range of facilities
including performance spaces, staging, lighting, kitchen facilities and seating.
The Blue Mountains is home to a number of large-scale cultural events and festivals. The annual
Winter Magic Festival attracts an average of 40,000 people to the Blue Mountains and features
one of Australia’s largest street parades. The Roaring 20s Festival underpins many tourism
events and is becoming a major drawcard for the region. The Blue Mountains Music Festival
is an important event in the national music calendar and attracts visitors from all over Australia.
Many other events throughout the year contribute to the region’s reputation as a vibrant,
dynamic and creative place.

WeiZen Ho performing at Blue Mountains City Art Gallery, 2019. Photo: Silversalt
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Strategic context
This Creative Strategy is a shared reference that will guide the Blue Mountains City
Council’s support of creative activity in the City, celebrate the region’s unique creative
community and stimulate an environment of diverse Arts practice.
Building on Council’s support over many decades to grow and nourish creative activity in the
region, this strategy references and supports a number of existing Council plans, directions and
strategies to ensure alignment with the community’s over-arching vision for the City. These
documents include the Community Strategic Plan, Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS)
– Blue Mountains 2040: Living Sustainably, Operational Plan, Delivery Program 2017-21 and
various village masterplans.
The Creative Strategy focusses on the following key Community Strategic Plan directions:
• The Blue Mountains is a centre of culture, creativity and life-long learning
•	The City of Blue Mountains has a strong identity that builds on its natural and built heritage
and creative strengths as a City of the Arts and a City surrounded by a World Heritage Area
•	City planning drives the creation of vibrant and well-designed places and spaces for people
to live, work and play.
The Creative Strategy also aligns with and serves to respond to actions in Blue Mountains 2040:
Living Sustainably - particularly Local Planning Priority 4 of that statement, being ‘Strengthening
Creativity, Culture and the Blue Mountains as a City of the Arts’. Action 4.10 of the LSPS requires
that Council updates and begins to implement the Blue Mountains Cultural Strategic Plan. This
Creative Strategy addresses that action.
This strategy supports a Council-wide approach to delivering services in our local government
area and sits alongside a range of other Blue Mountains City Council strategies and plans,
including:
• Events Strategic Plan
• Heritage Strategy
• Ageing Strategy
• Destination Management Plan				
• Aboriginal Advisory Committee “Pathways” Strategic Plan
• Disability Inclusion Action Plan
• Open Space and Recreation Strategic Plan
• Community Facilities Strategy
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Key drivers
Participation in creative and cultural activities helps us develop a sense of belonging,
forges social cohesion and has a range of beneficial effects on health, wellbeing,
economic and educational outcomes.
Australian Bureau of Statistics data shows that almost all of us (82.4%) are attending cultural
venues and events, and households are spending more than $25 billion a year on cultural
goods and services. Arts and cultural activities enhance social inclusion, reduce loneliness,
increase confidence and improve feelings of self-worth. These outcomes, in turn, have a direct
impact on both physical and mental health and the wider health of our communities.
Drivers for the implementation of this Creative Strategy are:
•	an increased appreciation of the value of creative industries in contributing to a more
sustainable local economy with flow on economic and environmental benefits;
•	the global shift towards knowledge-based industries and creating pathways to
these industries through a focus on creative skills;
•	ensuring the availability of affordable space and opportunities to attract creatives
as they are pushed out of the increasingly expensive inner city;
• engaging an increasingly diverse community with the creative sector;
•	increased appetite to understand links between Indigenous culture, creativity,
innovation and connection to Country.
The Strategy comprises six themes identified as key areas of support. Each theme has
accompanying actions that Council commits to undertake to support, nurture and
grow the intent of the theme.

Blue Mountains Cultural Centre Shop. Photo: Liam Foster and CloudHerd Film Co
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Vision & Objectives
A more sustainable and successful Blue Mountains by 2035, environmentally,
socially and economically.
The Community Strategic Plan is the highest-level plan for the Blue Mountains City Council.
It also guides other key stakeholders—other levels of government, local organisations and
residents – living and working in the City of Blue Mountains.
Council’s vision for the future is that in 2035 we live in vibrant, healthy and resilient
communities that are safe, caring and connected. We have protected the bush between our
settlements and minimised our impact on the World Heritage Area that surrounds us. Our
towns and villages are distinctive and contained. We have safe, accessible and environmentally
responsible ways for people to move around.
We celebrate the rich creativity, culture and heritage of the Blue Mountains. Diversity is
welcomed and people of all ages and cultural backgrounds are respected and enjoy equal
rights. We acknowledge the Aboriginal people of the Blue Mountains and value their
knowledge and contribution to the past, present and future.
Our economy is strong, diversified and sustainable. There are increased employment, education
and learning opportunities locally and regionally. We welcome visitors to our City and are
recognised as a leader in sustainable tourism and destination management.
We have drawn on our competitive advantage to develop cultural precincts, anchored in our
cultural facilities. These will provide improved spaces for art, performance and theatre and
employment for artists and creatives (LSPS, Vision).
The Blue Mountains is recognised nationally and internationally as a creative model for
sustainable living and learning about sustainable communities.
In keeping with the above Vision, the objectives of this Creative Strategy focus on what is
required from Council to ensure that the Blue Mountains has an ecosystem that supports
and nurtures creativity and a vibrant and meaningful cultural life now and into the future.
Our long-term focus is to be a place of artistic excellence and creative learning, retaining and
attracting nationally and world-renowned artists to live and create in the Blue Mountain’s
unique environment.
Implementation of this Creative Strategy will:
• Stimulate creativity and innovation
• Celebrate, promote and nurture artists, artisans and creative practitioners
•	Provide opportunities for creative immersion and artistic involvement for all people
of the Blue Mountains
• Recognise the importance of productive sustainability
•	Build on the Blue Mountains established creative industries to be recognised nationally
as a place for creativity and artistic innovation
• Showcase our region’s creative talent and unique culture

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy
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Themes, Aims & Actions
Theme 1 - Enable creative talent to imagine, innovate & create
We will support creative practitioners to imagine, innovate and produce across art forms
and practices. The outcomes of a creative process may be tangible or intangible and may be
intended for personal satisfaction or created to be experienced by others through fabrication,
publishing, recording, performance, display or exhibition.
We will support local arts organisations, artist groups, individual artists and creative industry
businesses to promote, share and market their activities and products in the community.

1.1

12

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Support artists and
performers to test,
develop and realise
ideas and expose this
work to audiences.

Ongoing

Administer the Blue Mountains Cultural
Centre’s touring, curated, Expose and
public programs in partnership with the
Blue Mountains Cultural Centre’s Advisory
Committee.

Ongoing

Administer the Blue Mountains Theatre
performance program with a particular
focus on high quality and diverse artistic
programming and the support of local
performing artists and arts organisations.

Ongoing

Administer the Braemar Gallery exhibition
program in partnership with the Braemar
Gallery Management Committee.

The Blue
Mountains
provides a
wide range
of resources
and facilities,
supporting
organised and
impromptu
opportunities
for artists and
creatives to
both create
and display
their work.

Ongoing

Continue ongoing support of creative events
and initiatives through the City of the Arts
Trust funding.

2021-

Work with NSW Dept. of Planning, Industry
and Environment to provide greater
flexibility and streamlined approval processes
for events and temporary uses, through
amendments to the Standard
Local Environment Plan and local controls
(4.4 LSPS).
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1.2

1.3

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Engage artists
through Council
programs.

Ongoing

Identify Blue Mountains creatives for
the annual public programs of the Blue
Mountains Cultural Centre.

2021-

Promote the engagement of creative
practitioners in Council projects.

2021-

Create and promote the use of a creatives
register to Council departments for delivery
of relevant Council projects and activities.

A symbiotic
relationship
exists between
Council and
creative
practitioners,
working
together to
bring creativity
to our
community.

2021-

Further develop the Blue Mountains Theatre
program to incorporate a dedicated theatre
programming budget specifically for new
theatre works and employment of local
actors and writers and art workers, produced
by Blue Mountains Theatre.

2021-

Develop a public program for the Blue
Mountains Theatre & Community Hub,
focussed on learning and training
opportunities for performing artists and
theatre workers and delivering community
events for a diverse range of audiences.

Ongoing

Maintain the City of the Arts Trust Facebook
Page to promote events and opportunities
for creatives in the Mountains.

Ongoing

Provide ongoing support for creative capacity
building programs and additional marketing
initiatives. Including the MTNS MADE brand.

Ongoing

Focus on stocking local products in Council’s
retail outlets and Visitor Information Centres.

2021-

Provide opportunities for creatives to sell
and display their products by facilitating the
delivery of markets by external operators,
pop-up shops, and performances on Council
properties.

Ongoing

Develop procedures to ensure visual artists
are paid industry rates (NAVA) for their
services and products.

Ongoing

Develop procedures to ensure musicians,
actors, performers and theatre workers
are paid award wages as designated by
The Media Alliance and Live Performance
Australia.

Enable creative sector
sustainability, vitality
and prosperity.

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy

An
environment
exists that
provides
a range of
opportunities
for artists
to sell their
work locally,
nationally and
internationally.
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1.4

1.5

1.6
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AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Develop sponsorship
and targeted
grant programs
to support artists,
arts organisations
and creative events
organisers.

Ongoing

Lobby state and national funding bodies
for support of the Blue Mountains creative
community within a Western Sydney context.

Ongoing

Continue ongoing support of creative events
and initiatives through the City of the Arts
Trust funding.

Funding
opportunities
exist to
support
creatives to
produce and
display their
work.

2022-

Develop a system to administer and
encourage philanthropic support for the
Blue Mountains Theatre for the development,
producing and presentation of new theatre
works.

Ongoing

Support NAIDOC activities at Council sites
throughout the region.

Ongoing

Provide exhibition and performance
opportunities for contemporary Aboriginal
arts practice.

Ongoing

Support and administer the Honouring
Country -Sharing Our Stories initiative at the
Blue Mountains Cultural Centre.

2020-

Present a bi-annual Planetary Health focus
exhibition at the Blue Mountains City Art
Gallery.

2020-

Work with partnering institutions to develop
planetary health public programs, to be
presented throughout the Mountains.

2020-

Work with Monash University and WSU
to establish a learning centre in the Blue
Mountains, focussed on creative and cultural
activity that enhances Planetary Health.

Support First Nations
led creative projects.

Activate future
opportunities of
engagement with
tertiary institutions on
the development of
creative responses to
the Blue Mountains as
a centre of Planetary
Health research and
education.

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy

Celebrate the
significant
contribution
of First Nations
creatives to the
identity of our
region.

In partnership
with Monash
University and
WSU, the Blue
Mountains is
identified as
an Australian
centre for
Planetary
Health study
and research.

		

		

Theme 2 – Support a community that is open to challenging ideas
and supports diverse perspectives
Supporting diverse creative practice is recognised as a way to foster innovation, build open
societies and nurture a sense of community identity. By encouraging a broad spectrum of
creative arts practice that challenges, educates and questions audiences, local governments
support the growth of an inclusive and innovative community willing to test and explore ideas
and ways of doing things better.

2.1

2.2

2.3

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Support exhibition
and performance
programs that are
open to all forms of
creative expression.

Ongoing

Programming selection decisions for
cultural spaces are made through an
open-call process and are guided by
the requirement of having diverse
content.

Support for creatives
is not predicated
on, or dictated by, a
singular view, dictum
or opinion.

Ongoing

Selection panels for creative
programming represent a crosssection of our community.

Ongoing

Support community cultural
organisations and their activities,
free from bias or censorship

Ongoing

Showcase talented emerging and
established performing artists
from the LGA in the annual curated
commercial program at the theatre.

Ongoing

Creative programs in Council
facilities are diverse, challenging
and reflective of current discourse.

Ongoing

Access to creative content is only
restricted through classification as
dictated by policy and law.

Ongoing

Systems in place for the venue
hire of Council properties are not
discriminatory and provide options
for all levels and stages of art
performance.

2021-

Offer mentorships to creatives
through expanded public program
options at the Blue Mountains
Cultural Centre and the Blue
Mountains Theatre and Community
Hub.

Ongoing

Support lifelong learning initiatives
through Council’s major cultural
facilities.

Support opportunities
for audiences
to experience
challenging art of all
disciplines.

Support the
development of
emerging creatives.

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy

Opportunities
exist for audiences
to experience a
broad range of
artistic expression
that challenges
preconceived
definitions and
existing norms.
A community that
supports free speech,
debate and ideas,
free from censorship.
Opportunities
exist for young
and emerging
creatives to work
alongside and learn
from experienced
practitioners to
develop, create and
showcase their work.
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Theme 3 – Champion inclusion and access
Culture and arts are fundamental to human existence, especially to our history, identity,
creativity and desire for play and enjoyment.
Participation in arts and cultural experience, as a right for all people, has the potential to
improve all areas of human endeavour. Reducing participatory barriers to art makers and
consumers is paramount to building a creative ecology that is reflective of all facets of society.

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

3.1

Support positive
change in
the arts with
respect to
socio-economic
diversity and
inclusion.

Ongoing

Provide financially accessible programming
in Council’s arts cultural facilities that are
relevant to people from all facets of our
community.

A wide range of inclusive
and accessible arts
events and programs are
presented in the region
throughout the year.

3.1

Support positive
change in
the arts with
respect to
socio-economic
diversity and
inclusion.

Ongoing

Council buildings provide the facilities
required to enable access to a range of
participatory art programs, exhibitions and
performances.

Ongoing

Provide a wide range of arts programs
tailored to the demographics of our
community.

A diverse demography
regularly engage with, and
participate in, arts events
throughout the region and
utilise Council’s arts and
cultural facilities.

Ongoing

Through regulatory process, ensure
festivals and events held on Council land
adhere to established access principles and
standards.

Ongoing

Utilise a variety of promotional tools (print,
electronic, radio) to promote Arts events
and activities in the region.

Ongoing

Fund the provision and management of
noticeboards, e-news and social media
channels dedicated to the Arts.

Respect and
recognise local
and Australian
Aboriginal
culture and
incorporate this
in Council’s arts
practice.

Ongoing

Engage the Aboriginal Advisory Committee
in the development and presentation of
relevant programs to support, promote
and celebrate Aboriginal artists and their
arts practice.

Ongoing

Apply for government arts funding to
support the development and presentation
of original Aboriginal performance at the
Blue Mountains Theatre.

Young
artists have
opportunities
to extend their
creative practice
and bring new
perspectives to
the region.

Ongoing

Council’s support of young artists and their
practice is diverse and easily accessible.

Ongoing

Specific programs are geared to young
creatives, ensuring they do not need to
compete with more senior practitioners
for support.

3.3

3.4

3.5
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Make creativity
and the Arts
visible.

The community regularly
engages in Arts events,
opportunities and
activities.

That Council continues
to enhance its support
of the creative and
cultural aspirations of our
Aboriginal communities
and the incorporation of
Aboriginal sensitivities and
perspectives into creative
programming.
A supportive environment
exists for young creatives
to both produce and
display their work.
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Theme 4 - Grow the City’s creative infrastructure to support current
and future creative practitioners
By ensuring adequate resourcing of our existing arts facilities, we will provide world-class
professional spaces for the display and presentation of arts content from the Blue Mountains,
Australia and the world.
To nurture creative practice in the region we will support the provision of affordable maker
spaces and creative residencies. We will support networks that assist artists to collaborate with
each other and audiences, providing the best opportunity for success and self-sufficiency.

4.2

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Broker
relationships
across Council
departments to
encourage the
use of Council
property for
creative purposes.

2020-

Seek to elevate the importance of culture
and creativity through an update to the
objectives of the Blue Mountains Local
Environmental Plan 2015 to recognise
cultural events (LSPS 4.6).

2020-

Develop the night-time economy and
all ages live music events (LSPS 7.3).

The resources
of Council are
effectively and
strategically utilised
to support a diverse
range of creative
activity in the city.

Ongoing

Build capacity within the sector through
delivery of training/networking sessions
and continue to support event organisers
in areas such as risk management.

2020-

Work with the NSW Department of
Planning, Industry and Environment to
amend the Standard Local Environmental
Plan to provide greater flexibility for
events and temporary uses as well as
opportunities for certain events to be
considered complying development
(LSPS 4.4).

Ongoing

Continue ongoing funding of Council’s
Arts facilities including the Cultural Centre,
Blue Mountains Theatre & Hub.

Ongoing

Support and encourage the display of
diverse, inclusive and high quality creative
practice across Council’s Arts facilities
through strategic artistic programing.

Ongoing

Support Council staff to actively seek
addition funding through state and
federal grant programs to facilitate major
creative projects and programs.

2020-

Invest in the upkeep and renewal of
Council’s key Arts facilities through the
delivery of dedicated Asset Management
Plans.

Resource existing
arts and cultural
facilities to ensure
a high standard
of professional
practice is
supported and
displayed.

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy

Blue Mountains
cultural facilities
have the capacity
to showcase the
best art of the
world to audiences
large and small.
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Wollemi Artisan Markets at Blue Mountains Cultural Centre, 2019.
Photo: Liam Foster and CloudHerd Film Co.
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4.3

4.4

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Provide support
for creative
practitioners
to use Council
facilities.

Ongoing

Invest in the upkeep and renewal of
Council’s key Arts facilities.

Ongoing

Facilitate the delivery of markets featuring
local creatives and artisans by external
and internal operators in Council facilities.

Our city’s built
environment
fosters and
supports working
creatives and values
their participation
in building a
multifaceted
creative economy.

2020-

Advocate to further encourage the
growth of live music by working with
local businesses, music promoters
and individual musicians by ensuring
unnecessary red tape is removed and that
approval processes and required permits
are not onerous to undertake or stifling
the delivery of cultural activities.

2021-

Identify a large event space for major
cultural events attracted to and developed
within the Blue Mountains (See LSPS
4.2 & 7.3).

Facilitate
approvals and
permits for use of
public space.

Major cultural
events are
accommodated
to safely enhance
community wellbeing and attract
visitors.

4.5

Provide artist
in residence
opportunities.

Ongoing

Further develop the Blue Mountains City
Art Gallery Artist in Residency program
and investigate opportunities at Braemar
Gallery in Springwood, and other locations
including schools LSPS 4.10.

Our regions
cultural and
natural heritage
inspires creative
development and
output of new work
by local, national
and international
artists.

4.6

Support networks
and support
services for
creatives.

Ongoing

Support the creative sector through
funding creative industry initiatives
and the ‘MTNS MADE’ brand amongst
other business development initiatives.
Emphasise linking to the cultural
tourism market and the outcomes of the
Destination Management Plan.

Multiple resources
and support
agencies exist in
the Blue Mountains
to promote creative
industries and
support creatives
in their practice.

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy
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4.7
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AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Provide affordable
accommodation
for artists
and creative
practitioners.

2020-

Work with the NSW Department of
Planning, Industry and Environment to
investigate options for amending the
standard Local Environmental Plan to
provide opportunities for studios or
maker’s spaces within town centre areas
(LSPS 4.5).

Creative making
and co-working
opportunities are
available for a
range of creative
practice.

2021-

Identify opportunities for affordable
creative practice within Council’s hireable
facilities.

2022-

Investigate opportunities and seek
funding sources to incorporate smaller,
multi-purpose performance and teaching
spaces and workshop rooms within
Blue Mountains Theatre and Community
Hub Springwood and other locations
(LSPS 4.11).

Affordable
live and work
accommodation
is available in the
Blue Mountains.
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Theme 5 – Promote the Blue Mountains as a centre of culture,
creativity and life-long learning
By capitalising on the Blue Mountains reputation as a place for arts practice and creative
innovation, we will promote the region as a creative hot spot that provides opportunities
for arts practitioners to live and work in a supportive community that provides opportunities
for collaboration and partnership. Our ongoing support of creative clusters and the arts
sector, together with building partnerships through projects with Universities and education
institutions in Western Sydney, will position the Blue Mountains as not only a place for creative
practice, but also a place for professional development and career progression.

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

5.1

Understand our
creative sector;
its scope, growth,
strengths and
needs.

2021-

Collect data through an annual Arts sector
survey, focussing on the wants and needs
of practitioners and the successes of the
industry.

We understand our
creative sector and
the best ways in which
Council can support
its development and
sustainability.

5.2

Increase access
to creative
networks,
creative coworking spaces,
making spaces
and resources.

2021-

Utilise unused Council spaces for creatives.

2022-

Build a resource of available spaces,
resources/facilities for creatives i.e
equipment available for hire, co-working
spaces.

2021-

Collaborate with Toolo to assist artists
in accessing tools and equipment.

We will have provided
space and prioritised
locations to allow the
development of the
creative economy, such
that people in the industry
see the Blue Mountains
as a desirable and viable
place to live and work.

Provide inclusive
opportunities
to learn,
experiment and
develop skills
from amateur
to professional
levels.

Ongoing

Utilise the City of the Arts Facebook
page and mailing list to share articles,
professional development and training
opportunities, collaboration opportunities,
etc.

2020-

Using information from regular surveys,
develop a series of tailored workshops to
provide specific training for creatives.

Support the
development
of creative
industries as
a significant
driving force of
the economy
of the Blue
Mountains.

2020-

Support the development of a
Creative Roundtable group featuring
representatives from relevant industry and
community groups to help drive, grow and
lobby for support for the creative sector.

5.3

5.4
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The Blue Mountains is a
place for creative learning
as well as production,
where emerging artists
can be supported to
develop a professional
practice.

Creative industries
represent the largest
industry growth sector
in the Blue Mountains,
with an emphasis on
sustainability and
environmental awareness.
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Theme 6 – Facilitate inclusion of art in civic infrastructure
Local governments play a critical role in shaping their city’s urban landscape through civic
works. The inclusion of art aspects in urban design is crucial in nurturing community identity
and capitalising on the unique attributes of a place. The inclusion of art in public infrastructure
stimulates social discourse, participation and dynamism and facilitates a sense of community
pride.
By engaging local creatives in the design of civic works we will beautify and humanise our
urban landscape and celebrate our region’s character.

6.1

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Integrate art and creative
elements into the urban
fabric of townscapes.

2022-

Develop a Public Art Master Plan;
allocate appropriate budget
and commission high quality
contemporary art for public
places in town centres and
streetscapes.

City planning drives the
creation of vibrant and
well-designed places and
spaces for people to live,
work and play.

2020-

Investigate ways of facilitating
the integration of sustainability
measures, creativity and heritage
where appropriate, within all
new works on public land* LSPS
related to 4.8.

The City is enlivened
and beautified by the
integration of art and
artistic elements into the
public domain.

6.2

Integrate public art
inclusion in urban
development planning
and capital works.

2021-

The inclusion of public art is
a consideration at each stage
of the tendering process for
relevant capital works, from initial
design to final execution.

Through consideration of
art and sustainability as
part of the urban fabric,
the City will be a more
beautiful place to live,
aesthetically attractive,
balancing heritage and eco
sensitive contemporary
built fabric. [adapted from
LSPS]

6.3

Commission artists to
work with planners at
the early stages of capital
works planning for major
building and open space
projects and integrate art
inclusion in budgets.

2021-

Develop a percent for art process
to fund art in the public domain.

2020-

Create and maintain a register of
artists that are able to contribute
to capital projects and major
building undertaken by Council.

Opportunities exist for the
city to engage creatives to
improve the urban fabric
of our towns.

Draw creatives to the
region with opportunities
to add to the urban fabric
of the city.

2021-

Curate the Street Art Walk project
in partnership with Mountains
Youth Services and SAMA.

Ongoing

Explore opportunities for free
and sanctioned street art walls
in the public domain.

6.4
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AIM

The City of the Blue
Mountains has a diversity
of quality urban art from
a wide range of artists
recognised across Australia.
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6.5

6.6

6.7

AIM

YEAR

ACTION

RESULT

Increase opportunities
for sanctioned urban art.

Ongoing

Curate the Street Art Walk project
in partnership with Mountains
Youth Services and SAMA.

Artists can find legal ways
to express themselves
through urban art in the
public domain.

2020-

Explore opportunities for free
and sanctioned street art walls
in the public domain.

2020-

Identify public spaces for
installation artworks in town
centres, parks and reserves
through the Master Planning
process.

Ongoing

Provide community access to the
Local Studies Collection for artist
research.

2021-

Fund the development and
upkeep of a ‘city collections
database’ to register existing and
new works.

Ongoing

Build the Blue Mountains
Cultural Centre Art Acquisition
Fund through fundraising and
donations.

Ongoing

Through the Cultural
Gifts Program, donations,
commissions and purchasing,
acquire works of art for the Blue
Mountains Cultural Centre Art
Collection.

2020-

Ensure up-to-date cataloguing,
registration and maintenance
registers are in place for Council
art collections, including public
art works, and funding is
available for the preservation and
maintenance of Council owned
artworks.

Invite artists to explore,
interpret and reinterpret
local culture.

Manage and maintain the
existing art collections of
Council.
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Our local culture is valued
by our community and
used by creatives to
celebrate our unique
character, history and
place.

Our City’s art collection
is maintained
and administered
appropriately, recognising
the value of this important
asset to current and future
generations.
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Evaluation
This Creative Strategy is a living document that will be reviewed on a 7- year basis and in
alignment with any revisions to the Community Strategic Plan 2035 and Delivery Program
2017-2021 and Operational Plan. Council officers will seek feedback from the cultural sector
about Council’s performance in delivering on the key aims and actions detailed in this
strategy. This Creative Strategy provides a direct and co-ordinated pathway to deliver cultural
development outcomes into Council’s Delivery Program and annual operational plans.

THEME

AIM

EVALUATION FOCUS (NOT LIMITED)

1

Support artists and performers
to test, develop and realise
ideas and expose this work to
audiences.

• Diversity of arts experienced on offer (content)

Engage artists through Council
programs.

• New works supported

• Diversity of arts experienced on offer (content)
• Professional development opportunities provided

• Size and scope of Council’s creatives database
• Number of artists engaged directly with Council
activity

Enable creative sector
sustainability, vitality and
prosperity.

• People employed in creative occupations
• Organisations supported with business development
assistance
• Creative industries share of gross business activity
in the region

Develop sponsorship and
targeted grant programs
to support artists, arts
organisations and creative
events organisers.

• Uptake of grant opportunities

Support Aboriginal led
creative projects.

• Engagement with Council’s FPAC

• Growth and activity of the City of the Arts Trust Fund

• Creative project engagement with First Nations
organisations
• Quality and number of NAIDOC Week events
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THEME

AIM

EVALUATION FOCUS (NOT LIMITED)

2

Support exhibition and
performance programs that
are open to all forms
of creative expression.

• Number of arts and cultural events within the
Blue Mountains successfully completed

Provide opportunities for
audiences to experience
challenging art of all
disciplines.

• Diversity of program content at Cultural Centre,
Hub and Braemar Gallery

• Diversity of arts and cultural events on offer

• Diversity of community based arts and cultural
events on offer
• Affordability of arts engagement

Support the development of
emerging creatives.

• Diversity of demographic attending arts and
cultural activities and events
• Numbers of awards and status received for arts
and cultural activities
• Percentage growth of people employed in creative
industries

3

Support positive change
in the arts with respect to
socio-economic diversity and
inclusion.

• Diversity of arts and cultural activities and events
staged in the Blue Mountains

Make access to the arts
obtainable.

• Attendances
• Diversity of audiences to events
• Affordability of arts and cultural events

Make creativity and the Arts
visible.

• Attendances
• Number of Blue Mountains residents participating
in cultural events
• Diversity of demographic attending arts and
cultural activities and events

Respect and recognise local
and Australian Aboriginal
culture and infuse this in arts
practice.

• Engagement with Council’s FPAC

Young artists have
opportunities to extend their
creative practice and bring
new perspectives to the
region.

• Students participating in education programs

• Creative project engagement with Aboriginal
advocacy organisations
• Quality and number of arts and cultural events
(including NAIDOC activities)
• Professional development opportunities provided
• Percentage growth of people employed in creative
industries.

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy
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Workshop at Blue Mountains Cultural Centre

Winter Magic in Katoomba
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THEME

AIM

EVALUATION FOCUS (NOT LIMITED)

4

Broker relationships across
Council departments to
encourage the use of Council
property for creative purposes.

• Diversity of arts and cultural activities and events
staged in the Blue Mountains.

Resource existing arts and
cultural facilities to ensure a
high standard of professional
practice is supported and
displayed.

• Numbers of awards, reviews and status received
for arts and cultural activities

Provide support for creative
practitioners to use Council
facilities.

• Diversity of arts and cultural activities and events
staged in the Blue Mountains.

Facilitate approvals and
permits for use of public space.

• Diversity of arts and cultural activities and events
staged in the Blue Mountains.

Provide artist in residence
opportunities.

• Number of professional development opportunities
provided

• Number of venue hires related to arts and
cultural events

• Quality of program content at Cultural Centre,
Hub and Braemar Gallery
• Functionality of buildings and infrastructure

• Number of residencies undertaken
Support networks and support
services for creatives.

• Number of creative practitioners living and working
in the region.
• Number / health of arts and cultural support agencies
and organisations

5

Provide affordable
accommodation for artists and
creative practitioners.

• Number of creative practitioners living and working
in the region.

Understand our creative
sector; its scope, growth,
strengths and needs.

• Council’s ongoing commitment to the purpose
and objectives of this Strategy.

Increase access to creative
networks, creative co-working
spaces, making spaces and
resources.

• Number of sites available for creatives to work
and exhibit

Provide inclusive opportunities
to learn, experiment and
develop skills from amateur to
professional levels.

• Number of relevant learning opportunities available
in the region (across art forms).

Support the development
of creative industries as a
significant driving force of
the economy of the Blue
Mountains.

• Value of cultural tourism

• Level of costs associated with working spaces.

• Value of creative industries exports and investment

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy
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THEME

AIM

EVALUATION FOCUS (NOT LIMITED)

6

Integrate art and creative
elements into the urban fabric
of townscapes.

• Number of Council derived built developments that
include creative elements.

Integrate public art inclusion
in urban development
planning and capital works.

• Number of developments that include public art

Commission artists to work
with planners at the early
stages of capital works
planning for major building
and open space projects
and integrate art inclusion
in budgets.

• Creative industries practitioners participating in
international events

Draw creatives to the region
with opportunities to add to
the urban fabric of the city.

• Increased population of creatives and creative
industry operators in the region

Increase opportunities for
sanctioned urban art.

• New works supported

Invite artists to explore,
interpret and reinterpret
local culture.

• New works supported

Manage and maintain the
existing art collections of
Council.

• New additions to the collection

• Examples of engagement between developers /
certifiers and creatives.
• Opportunities presented for art integration in
capital projects.

• Vibrancy, diversity and size of creative networks

• Status of collection database and quality
of information available
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Definitions
Arts
This strategy proposes a broad definition of the arts - traditional and contemporary including opera, ballet, orchestral music, literature, theatre, sculpture, the visual arts; craft,
film, photography, creative writing, dancing and performance art and the entire spectrum
of contemporary art form and blended practice, including digital art and multi-media

Arts residency
An opportunity for an artist or creative professional to temporarily locate to a purpose built
space that provides conditions that are conducive to creativity. Residencies often include
living accommodation, studio and exhibition/performance spaces together with access to
other practitioners and audiences.

Creative industries
Creative industries are defined as “those industries which have their origin in individual
creativity, skill and talent, and that have a potential for wealth and job creation through the
generation and exploitation of intellectual property.” Broadly speaking, the creative industries
can be broken down into two groups: cultural production and creative services. Cultural
production refers to activities that bring creative outputs predominantly to consumers
including the following segments: · Music, performing and visual arts · Libraries, archives and
museums · Music, print and other publishing (excluding digital publishing) · Media production
and broadcasting (excluding digital broadcasting). Creative services refers to activities that
bring creative outputs to a mix of consumer and corporate clients, but are predominantly
involved in business-to-business (B2B) activities. Creative services comprise the following
segments: · Internet and digital services (including digital publishing and broadcasting, ISPs,
and computer system design and related services) · Advertising services · Design (including
architecture and industrial design).

Culture
In this Strategy ‘culture’ is defined as the production, distribution and participation in creativity
by the Blue Mountains community and visitors, and the reflection and expression of its
customs, traditions, heritage and social character. It includes the visual arts, crafts, media arts,
performing arts (music, dance, theatre, physical theatre), heritage, museums, archives, libraries,
publishing, sound recording, film, audio visual, television, radio and digital arts. It also includes
creativity in the public realm, such as the design of the built environment and public spaces.

Blue Mountains City Council Creative Strategy
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Cultural planning
Cultural planning is planning for the provision of needed cultural facilities, services and
enhancements to the built environment. It recognises the three vital elements of a city:
its people, its values and the built infrastructure that together comprise the City’s cultural
resources. It is vitally concerned with the development of identities and cultural expression
through urban design; art in public places and facility development. It is informed by
principles of sustainability equity, access and respect for diversity.

Cultural development
Cultural development is a planning process that is grounded in values endorsed by
the communities. The process shapes and develops strategic initiatives that respond
to communities’ needs and aspirations.

Community cultural development
Community cultural development is a community owned process that focuses on communities
developing projects that express local identities, issues, sense of belonging and that enables
communities to determine their own culture and forms of arts practice.

Diversity
This term captures the importance of recognising and valuing difference amongst individuals,
along the lines of gender, ethnicity, socio-economic background, sexual orientation, age, and
disability, for example. It generally refers to increasing the representation of groups that are
under-represented in particular organisations.

Inclusion
This term relates to the meaningful achievement of diversity. This involves creating the
conditions to allow individuals from diverse backgrounds to feel empowered and able
to progress.

Socio-economic background
There has been a widespread cultural and political shift away from discussions of class.
‘Socio-economic background’ is, instead, the prevalent term to refer to the particular set
of social and economic circumstances that an individual has come from. Background
can be objectively measured by capturing information on parental occupation
and level of education.
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Urban art
Combines street art and graffiti and is often used to summarize all visual art forms arising in
urban areas, being inspired by urban architecture or present urban lifestyle. Graffiti is mostly
text but is often enhanced with images. Street art is more heavily image-focused and relates
to the local area. It can, but need not, have a political dimension. Instead, it aims to get
people thinking, to entertain, provoke and amuse. The artists often express their own feelings
through their works. A concrete wall may therefore be the backdrop for a somber picture or,
on the other hand, for colourful, balloon-like letters. Graffiti and street art are constantly
being renewed and sprayed over, and the hotspots are therefore changing all the time.
Most spray-painters are aware of the ephemeral nature of their works and always have a
supply of new and impressive motifs on hand.

Public Art
Public art includes any work displayed within public spaces, with the goal of being accessible
to everyone. It could be a major exhibit featuring numerous pieces or a smaller one. Many
types of art can be considered public, ranging from buildings to graffiti.

Street Art Walk, Katoomba.
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Koichi Ishino Wind, Stone, Earth Sky, 2018 at Blue Mountains Cultural Centre.
Photo: Paul Brinkman
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